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Job Title: Senior Brand Manager

Initials: ________

Reporting to: General Manager

Revision Date: March 2017

Department: Commercial

Location: Hemel Hempstead (UK)

Signed:
(manager)
Date:

Signed:
(employee)
Date:

Signed:
(QP)
Date:

ROLE PURPOSE
The primary responsibilities are to optimise the market position by the development of a comprehensive
marketing plan to deliver sales and marketing objectives, within agreed budget, through close collaboration and
alignment with other business functions. To fully understand customer insights and understand how to build on
this for the success of EUSA in Oncology.
ROLE REQUIREMENTS
Key Accountabilities

Key Activities / Decision Areas

1. Strategic Brand Planning

Marketing analysis and insight:
• Customers: Assist with planning and generation of customer insight in
order to develop market understanding.
• Attend workshops and congress as appropriate.
• Sharing insight gained from internal and external sources.
Development of the brand strategy:
• Lead the brand planning process.
• Competitor analysis: Collect, interpret and disseminate competitor
information.
• Patient flow and customer decision making process: Establish buying
map, identify, quantify and validate leverage points.
• Segmentation: Establish basis of segmentation, quantify and establish
segment needs.
• Positioning: Localise key brand messages, brand differentiation.
Forecasting:
• Long term planning to identify market opportunities and short-term
forecasting to inform supply.
• To develop robust tactical plans in order to execute the marketing
strategy.
• Collaborate closely with EUSA EU marketing function to ensure
implementation of EU marketing strategies while at the same time
accounting for country specific differentiation needs.
• Review communication options and determine optimal channel mix.
• Develop sales and marketing materials for the product and adapt
central messages to regional specific messages as necessary.
• Lead with planning, design and organisation of key stakeholder
communication platforms eg. speaker symposia, consultant
programmes, advisory board meetings and congresses.
• Lead & coordinate on relevant Professional Relations activities in local
language.
• Communicate effectively within the sales team on relevant information.
Use observations and feedback to develop, support and deliver product
training and selling tools to best fit local capabilities and opportunities.
• Assist with localisation and implementation of EU training framework
• Responsibility for product associated expenditure and budget. Separate
detailed forecast and budget management, with strong rationale

2. Operational planning and
execution
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•

3. Success Measurement

•
•
•
•

4. Cross Functional Alignment
& Customer Stakeholder
Management

•

Initials: ________

supporting the proposals, on a quarterly and yearly basis, ensuring ‘onbudget’ performance.
To ensure all activity is in compliance with company standards and the
relevant country code of practice. Manages and track all materials
through internal approval process.
Identify range of metrics and select appropriate measures e.g. Market
research, patient trackers, KPIs.
Collaborate with EU business and country managers to run specific
analysis that monitor sales performance and market indicators.
Provide regular reports on the implementation of marketing plans for
the business.
Lead and manage agencies to ensure projects delivered satisfactorily to
agree performance metrics
Cross functional alignment with internal customers: Secure alignment
with sales, medical functions, regulatory, legal, finance, and technical
operations as well as the European Oncology Management function

Consulted over:
• Market access/Health Technology Assessment: provision of support for
HTA submissions to EU team and consulted over assessment of market
impact of potential go/no go submission decisions.
• Identification and development of KOLs through KOL plans.
Informed with regard to:
• Brand Pricing and the pricing proposals to sustain market access.
• Decisions/issues/ challenges around product supply via customer
services team/commercial operations.
• Activities involving patient associations.
• Issues and opportunities around commissioning via the EU market
access function.

5. People Management

•

External customers: Oncologists who specialises in therapeutic area,
cancer specialist nurses, pharmacists & payers, professional
organisations, suppliers including agencies, printers etc.

•

Act as a highly effective leader providing support and mentoring to the
team in a way that drives the business forward whilst maintaining an
oversight of risk.
Organise and lead the team in a manner that fosters a mind-set of
continuous improvement and personal development, team focus and
business success.
Represent team members and provide a focus for the team maintaining
a positive attitude and clarifying objectives.
Make optimal use of team resources and encourage commitment to
company objectives.

•
•
•

ROLE DIMENSIONS
Quality Systems Requirements
▪ Maintain an understanding of EUSA Pharma working practices and SOPs and US codes and ensuring these
standards are met across the organisation
Values
Deliver
▪ Fulfil commitments on time and in full
▪ Exceed the expectations of our internal and external customers
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Adapt

Ambitious

Respect

Care
Competencies
Change
Management

Communication &
Collaboration

Strategic Thinking

Customer Centric

Business Agility
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▪ Understands how their role leads on achieving corporate goals and objectives
▪ Actively agrees the responsibilities and accountabilities of all team members holding
them to account for the delivery of work
▪ Consistently monitors performance of service and takes action to address any shortfalls
▪ Responds to pressures by prioritising and re-prioritising service deliverables supporting
the decision if challenged
▪ Takes ownership for achieving results against performance objectives/plans
▪ Collaborates with others using resources efficiently to achieve the best results for the
organisation
▪ Provide solutions to overcome challenges
▪ Take opportunities and make quick but measured decisions, seeking the input of others
where necessary
▪ Staying flexible as the organisation develops
▪ Taking responsibility for tasks which may not be core to the job description
▪ Striving to be the best, taking own initiative to create opportunities for learning and
developing
▪ Working together with colleagues to contribute to the company’s success
▪ Approaching the role with commitment, passion and a can-do attitude
▪ Treating others as they would expect to be treated
▪ Being honest, open and transparent in a constructive and sensitive way
▪ Listening and considering all opinions and respecting differences
▪ Take responsibility for ensuring own work / life balance
▪ Putting the customer and patients at the heart of everything you do
▪ Recognises and accepts the need for change and communicates this in a positive way
▪ Gains buy in and commitment to the change through effective consultation and
communication processes.
▪ Communicates a consistent message to keep all relevant parties informed of change and
why there is the need for change.
▪ Builds support and commitment to change through their working style.
▪ Takes accountability for the wider implications of change beyond their own area of
responsibility.
▪ Finds ways to make new ideas and systems work and implements them in a positive way.
▪ Identifies barriers and obstacles to change and works to remove them.
▪ Networks with stakeholders to generate ideas and explore change opportunities.
▪ Actively seeks perspectives from others to ensure inclusiveness and understanding
▪ Uses interpersonal skills to build cooperative relationships.
▪ Models interpersonal communication that invites participation and future dialogue.
▪ Encourages feedback and uses it as a factor when considering personal and or
organizational changes.
▪ Tailors and delivers high-level presentations to diverse audiences using a variety of
communication delivery methods (e.g., written, electronic, oral, interpersonal).
▪ Creates impactful written communication; improves others’ writing through editing and
feedback process.
▪ The ability to develop a broad, big-picture view of the product and its mission.
▪ Maintains an up to date understanding of market, competition, industry trends, and
emerging technology.
▪ Understands opportunities and stakeholder focus.
▪ Provides insight into the long term implications for customers of strategic decisions.
▪ Effectively balances cost effectiveness with a high level of customer satisfaction.
▪ Promotes a customer focused culture and drives through relevant strategies and
business practices.
▪ Adapts his or her behaviour in response to new information or changing circumstances.
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Is open to new methods, ideas, or approaches.
Works and collaborates effectively in unstructured or dynamic environments.
Adjusts the original objective or plan to allow the best possible results.
Demonstrates a willingness to embrace new systems, processes, technology, and ideas.
Stays focused and keeps his or her team focused during times of uncertainty or change.
Understands that ambiguity is a normal part of doing business and communicates that to
people in the work unit/function.
▪ Anticipates changes in the internal and external environment (e.g., organizational,
market, products, and systems) and adapts accordingly.
Technical / Professional Expertise
• University degree level or equivalent (Scientific/Business).
• Sales and marketing experience in healthcare/pharmaceutical/biotech industry.
• Proven track record in achieving sales and marketing goals.
• Campaign development from initiation to execution.
• At least one full cycle of the strategic and tactical planning process.
• Experience in managing branding, medical education and/or PR agencies.
• Have a good understanding of how to interpret market intelligence and datasets (i.e. IMS) and to evaluate.
the market and the effectiveness of the marketing.
• Oncology therapy area experience is preferred.
• Experience of having worked in the specialist arena - highly desirable.
• Excellent interpersonal skills with a track record of effectiveness as a cross-functional team player and
project leader who gets results.
• Possess excellent organisational skills, good attention to detail and a strong sense of responsibility.
• Knowledge of country specific regulations, including the relevant codes of practice.
• Previous experience of having worked in a small organisation is desirable.
• An individual who will thrive in a challenging and rapidly evolving internal environment.
Personal Specification
▪ Willingness to travel – although this is an office based role, there will be occasional travel to other EU countries
and regular travel within the country of origin.
▪ Must have excellent written and spoken English.
▪ Organised with a good level of analytical skills.
▪ Able to work in a specialist area.
▪ Excellent communication skills.
▪ Computer literate.
▪ Ability to work autonomously as well as part of a team.
▪ Entrepreneurial forward thinking outlook.

NOTE: This job description is not intended to be all-inclusive. Employee may perform other related duties as
negotiated to meet the on-going needs of the organisation.
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